
**PlayStation (PS) Coin: Power Your Play White Paper** 

**Introduction:** 
Get ready to level up your gaming experience with PlayStation (PS) Coin! It's not just a token – it's 
your ticket to a new world of gaming fun, rewards, and community. 

**Tokenomics:** 

**Gamer's Paradise:** 
With PS Coin, you're in control: 
- Score awesome in-platform gear 
- Earn rewards for achieving feats 
- Fuel the PS universe just by being a part 
- Have your say in what's coming next 

**Easy Peasy, Playful Access:** 
Anyone can join the fun – you don't need loads of cash. PS Coin fits right into your gaming life, 
and it works with all your PlayStation favorites. 

**Safety and Coolness, Together:** 
We've got your back with super safe transactions. Your gaming secrets are safe, and your fun is 
guaranteed. 

**Join the Squad:** 
Connect with fellow players of all ages on socials for every platform. Whether you're a teen or a 
seasoned player, we're building a community where everyone can share, chat, and geek out about 
games. 

**Unlock NFT Magic:** 
Hold onto your seats – we're teaming up with top-notch NFT artists to bring you exclusive, mind-
blowing digital treasures. They'll make your gaming adventures even more legendary. 

**Roadmap:** 

- Ongoing: Non-stop fun, chats, updates, and NFT wonders 

**Ready Player One?** 
PlayStation Coin (PS) is all about making gaming awesome for everyone. Join us, have a blast, 
and let's power up the play, together! 

**Disclaimer:** 
This white paper is just for fun and info – not financial advice. Do your own research and ask the 
grown-ups if you're thinking of joining the PS Coin party!

PlayStation (PS) Coin

- Total Supply: 1,000,000,000 PS
- Buy and Sell Tax: 0% on all transactions
- Development Fund: 2% for enhancing the PS ecosystem
- Marketing Fund: 3% for spreading the word

- July 2024: PS Coin launch, ready to power up your play
- July 2024: Stay tuned for exciting updates
- Q3 2024: Help shape the future – your voice matters
- Q4 2024: Partnerships that'll rock your world




